[Use of complex indices of environmental air pollution for sanitary ranging of the territory of the South Administrative District of Moscow].
Whether complex indices of ambient air pollution can be used for sanitary ranging of primary facilities of the district was studied. The indices were calculated by using single air samples. The impact of "zero samples" on the results of calculation of the significance of differences in the single concentrations of individual chemical air pollutants was examined. The average annual concentrations of pollutants were calculated on the basis of average daily maximum allowable concentrations and the a-coefficient recommended by M. A. Pinigin. The database contains 20,000 definitions of the most hazardous chemical pollutants in the ambient air. Significant and insignificant values of chemical pollutants in single ambient air samples may be used in calculating complex indices as the rate of result coincidence was 80%, the suitability of insignificant values for ranging was confirmed in 81.25% of cases.